
Discover Mentor – Digital Work Instruction 
Solution for Manufacturing Companies

Mentor is an out-of-the-box, 
intuitive, and powerful solution 
for manufacturing companies 
to create and deliver 3D work 

instructions, and immersive 
digital 3D training experiences.

Our digital learning platform 
utilizes 3D visualization to deliver 
knowledge and expertise to your 

companies’ frontline workers. CDS 
Mentor is a cloud-based SaaS 

solution that goes beyond traditional 
work instructions to enable the 

transformation of existing CAD assets 
into immersive learning experiences.

Mentor helps manufacturing 
companies improve their efficiency

Quickly and easily create interactive 
3D learning content

CDS Mentor provides an easy way to capture best practices from 
experts to create interactive step-by-step 3D work instructions from 

your existing CAD data. By offering an intuitive no-code interface, CDS 
Mentor enables content authors to quickly create rich, interactive 3D 

content that provides crucial information to frontline workers.

Capture Tribal 
Knowledge

CDS Mentor makes it easy 
for subject matter experts to 

document their tribal knowledge 
and deliver it to frontline workers.

Standardize Work
Create ISO compliant 

step-by-step 3D work instructions 
to document procedures 
for worker training across 

teams, shifts, and locations.

Reduce training time
Onboard new workers with interactive 3D 

learning that adapts to their style of learning. 
Upskill quickly with 3D work instructions 
that reduce the errors associated with 

traditional training and instruction methods.

Increase efficiency
Digitize manufacturing and 
field service processes to 

empower frontline workers 
to deliver improvements in 

quality, safety, and productivity.



Mentor Features

CDS Visual - 6050 Hellyer Ave - Ste 175 - San Jose, CA 95138

Visit www.cdsmentor.io for more information

Business Enterprise
Included viewer seats 15 Unlimited

Included author seats 2 10 

Included Features 
Free trial 14 days

Storage (in GB) Unlimited

SLA Priority

Support Help Center access, dedicated email support, dedicated onboarding support

# of Instructions Unlimited

Bandwidth Unlimited

3D editor Yes

Instant distribution Yes

Single click publish to apps Yes

Web app Yes

iOS AR app Coming soon

QR code generation Yes

Pre-requisites procedure Yes

Role based access Yes

Configurable notifications Coming soon

Standard reporting Yes

User management Yes

SSO authentication Coming soon

Versioning and audit trail Yes

Approval workflows Yes

Remote assistance Add On

Multilingual Coming soon

Instruction feedback Yes

Customized logo and colors Yes

Team and user management Yes




